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ABSTRACT

In order to support Virtual Machine (VM) Systems on most current computer systems, the Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) is the only process allowed to reference directly a set of registers, called resource management registers (RMR). Any access operations to those registers executed by any other processes (i.e. processes running on VMs) must be detected and executed interpretively by the VMM. This way of implementing VMs is imposed by inadequate hardware mechanism for protection. In this paper, this problem is studied and a hardware architecture is proposed to solve this problem in an efficient and elegant way. The hardware architecture proposed is a stack of RMR, one for each level of VM. The processes running on a VM can only access the RMRs of their level. The hardware (Control Unit) will use the information stored in the RMR of the current level and in the RMRs of lower levels for resource mapping.
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"A good wife can never cook without food"
A chinese proverb

I. INTRODUCTION

Several papers have discussed the ideas and usefulness of virtual machine systems [1,6,11,12] as well as the hardware and/or software needed to support them [1,3,4,5,9,11,12,13,14]. But there is still a number of problems associated with the virtual machine systems that are either not solved or given unsatisfactory solutions. This paper presents a hardware architecture to solve in an elegant and efficient way some of the problems currently faced.

The Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) is a software module used to implement a virtual machine system. It has three essential characteristics [13]. First, the VMM provides an environment for programs essentially equivalent to the host machine; second, program execution in this environment shows only minor decrease in performance; and third, the VMM is in complete control of the system resources. The execution environment supported by the VMM is a Virtual Machine (VM). On most current computer systems the last characteristic forces the VMM to be the only process allowed to reference directly a set of registers, called resource management registers. Any access operations to those registers executed by any other processes (i.e. processes running on VMs) must be detected and executed interpretively by the VMM. For those machines with supervisor/user modes, this results in the restrictions that a set of instructions* must be a subset of the privileged instructions [13], and that the VMM must be the only process allowed to run in supervisor mode. Other processes must run in user mode. These restrictions are due to the improper supporting environment (i.e. hardware architecture).

In this paper, we first define the resource mapping relation between the virtual machine and real machine, discuss the problem in supporting virtual machine, then propose a hardware architecture which can

*to be defined later
II. THE f-map AND THE φ-map:

Let $R = (r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_n)$ be the set of resources of the real machine, and $V = (v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_m)$ be the set of resources of a virtual machine. The function of the VMM is to dynamically build up a relation between $V$ and $R$ so that the processes running on VM can progress properly.

More formally, the VMM maintains a resources mapping for each VM it supports. The mapping, called $f$-map, is from $V$ to $R$ and $\{t\}$ (i.e. \( f: V \rightarrow R \cup \{t\} \)). At any time if \( v_i \in V \) and \( r_j \in R \) then

\[
f(v_i) = \begin{cases} 
  r_j & \text{if } r_j \text{ is the resources of the real machine corresponding to } v_i \\
  t & \text{if } v_i \text{ does not have a corresponding resources.}
\end{cases}
\]

When a virtual machine, for its own execution, uses a resources \( v_i \), the real resource that will be used is the one obtained by the $f$-map \( f(v_i) \). If \( f(v_i) = t \), when used, then it causes a trap to some trap handling routine of the VMM. This is called a VM-fault [5].

For most current computer systems, the operating system provides an execution environment, called extended machine, to the users. There is also a mapping relation between the set $R$ and the set $E = (e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_p)$, the set of resources of an extended machine. This mapping, called $φ$-map, is a map from $E$ to $R$ and $\{t'\}$ (i.e. \( \phi: E \rightarrow R \cup \{t'\} \)) such that if \( e_k \in E \) and \( r_j \in R \) then

\[
\phi(e_k) = \begin{cases} 
  r_j & \text{if } r_j \text{ is the resources of the real machine corresponding to } e_k \\
  t' & \text{if } e_k \text{ does not have a corresponding resources.}
\end{cases}
\]

When an extended machine, for its own execution, uses a resources $e_k$, the real resources that will be used is the one obtained by the $φ$-map $\phi(e_k)$. If $\phi(e_k) = t'$, when used, then it causes a trap to some trap handling routine of the operating system. This event is called an exception [5].
III. HARDWARE FOR RECURSIVE VIRTUALIZATION:

If the r-map and the Φ-map are implemented on the same machine, the resource mapping mechanism for the r-map and the Φ-map will be similar. On current system the map (either the Φ-map or the r-map) is represented by a data structure stored in the memory or in some registers. In order to have the map referenced directly by the hardware without the intervention of software, there should be some hardware mechanism that can access these data structures. Without loss of generality, we can consider that the map is stored distributively in two places, RMR and L. RMR is a set of special registers, called resource mapping registers. L is a set of memory locations which can be referenced by the hardware through the information stored in RMR. For example in a virtual memory system with segmentation, the segment descriptor base register belong to RMR and the segment table is stored in main memory. Let I be the set of access instructions to RMR. As defined in [3,4,13], the set I is called the sensitive instructions set. The instructions to access L will be the ordinary memory access instructions.

In order to keep the integrity of the system, the VMM or the operating system is the only process which should be allowed to reference or update the information stored in RMR and in L. This can be achieved in two ways: either the information stored in RMR and in L (i.e. the r-map or the Φ-map) specifies an execution environment which does not include RMR and L, or the information stored in RMR and in L specifies an execution environment which does not include L and the ability to execute instructions in I. In either way, if other processes try to reference RMR or L either a trap or no operation will result (i.e. the map has the function of resource mapping and protection).

In virtual machine system the VMM uses RMR and L to build up an execution environment for a virtual machine. The operating system running on a VM also wants to use a copy of RMR and L to build up an execution environment for its extended machines. Unfortunately on current architectures there is only one instance of RMR in hardware. This forces the VMM to simulate a copy of RMR for the VM and the access to RMR on the virtual machine should be detected and executed interpretively by the VMM. In computer systems with supervisor/user modes, this results to the restrictions that the set I should be a subset of the privilege instructions [13] and that the VMM should be the only process which can be executed in supervisor mode.

If 1. the virtual machine can have another copy of RMR, 2. the processes running on a VM can only reference this copy of RMR, and 3. the control unit of CPU can link these two RMRs properly, then the restrictions mentioned above [13] disappear. This idea is analog to the idea of implementing recursive procedures by allocating one copy of local data area for each level of nesting.

The above idea can be generalized to support more than one level of virtual machine. Because the VMM supports a virtual machine with equivalent properties as the real machine, it is definitely possible to run the VMM on a virtual machine in order to support another level of virtual machine.

For convenient discussion, let the real machine be the level 0 and any VMM running on the VM of level 0 will support a new level of VM, level 0+1. Suppose we want to build up a computer system to support n(>0) levels of virtual machines. The supplementary hardware needed consists of n+1 copies of RMR (one copy for the level 0 (real) machine and one copy for each level of virtual machine), a level indicator which indicates the current level of execution, and a Control Unit. The function of the Control Unit is

a. to link the proper copy of RMR to the current running level and prohibit any access action to those RMRs which belong to lower levels,

b. to perform resource mapping composition through different levels of RMRs,

c. to route the fault trap to the VMM at the appropriate level.

As mentioned hereabove, it is clear that RMR includes all registers of the CPU used for resource mapping and protection. For example on most third generation computer systems the RMR includes the execution
mode indicator, the memory management registers (e.g. relocation-bound register) and the interval timer.

IV. EXAMPLE:

This example is used to explain the idea more clearly and to show how the instructions of the Set I can be executed directly by the hardware and not interpreted by software. The Pascal programming language [15] is used in the following examples to represent the structure and the function of the hardware. The aim of these programs is to explain the ideas without indicating any particular hardware implementation.

Consider a computer with two modes of execution, i.e. supervisor/user modes, using one relocation-bound register for memory management*. Two kinds of faults are handled in this example. One is the memory trap and the other is halt. There are fixed words reserved in memory which served as fault vectors. In order to support n levels of virtual machine systems, the hardware needs to have a level indicator, n+1 copies of RMR which contains the mode indicator and the relocation-bound register, and a memory management unit which can map the address generated by a process to the address of real memory. In order to represent the program symmetrically, we assume that there is a fictitious level, level -1 , beneath level 0 , the real machine. The contents of relocation-bound register of level i-1 specify the memory space of the virtual machine of level i on the memory space at level i-1.

1. The data structure

   type number of level = -1..n;
   type memory address = 0..memory size -1;
   type execution mode = {supervisor,user};
   var PC : memory address;
   var level : number of level;
   var memory : array [memory address] of store;
       (Assuming store is a primitive type compatible with other scalar type.)
   var fix1 : memory address;
       (starting location in memory to save old copies of RMR for memory trap)

*This idea can be extended to include any kind of memory management methods (e.g. paging and segmentation).
var fix2 : memory address;
{Starting location in memory to fetch the new copy
 of RMR when a memory trap occurs}

var fix3 : memory address;
{Starting location in memory to fetch the new copy
 of RMR when a halt interrupt occurs}

var RMR : array [number of level] of
record mode : execution mode;
base : memory address;
bound : memory address;
end

2. The memory management unit

function real address (addr : memory address) : memory address;

var i : number of level;
var temp : memory address;

begin
  temp := addr;
  for i := level downto -1 do
    with RMR [i] do
    begin
      if temp > bound then memory trap (i)
      else temp := temp + base;
    end;
  real address := temp;
end

This function maps the address, addr, generated by a process running on a virtual machine to the real memory address.

3. The memory trap routine

procedure memory trap (i : number of level);

var j,k : number of level;
var t : memory address;

begin
  if i = -1 then halt(-1); {Reference to nonexistent physical location, it is an error of VMM on level 0}
  j := level;
  level := i-1;
  memory (real address (fix1)) := j-1;
  memory (real address (fix1 + 1)) := PC;
  t := fix1 + 2;
  for k := i to j do
    begin with RMR [k] do
      begin
        memory (real address (t)) := mode;
        memory (real address (t+1)) := base;
        memory (real address (t+2)) := bound;
      end
      t := t + 3;
    end
  PC := memory (real address (fix2));
  with RMR [1] do
    begin
      mode := memory (real address (fix2 + 1));
      base := memory (real address (fix2 + 2));
      bound := memory (real address (fix2 + 3));
    end
  level := i;
end

This procedure specifies what should be done by the hardware when a memory trap occurs on the ith level virtual machine. The value level-i will be saved with the value RMR [i], RMR [i+1], ..., RMR [level].

A routine running on level i is activated by the hardware to handle the memory trap. The processes below level i are not affected by the occurrence of the memory trap. The value level -i is saved instead of level for reason of symmetry. The VMM running on any level can assume that it is running on the real machine, (level 0). There is no way for the VMM to detect which level it is currently running on.

The contents of base and bound in RMR [i-1] specify the memory space of the virtual machine on level i. The value of fix1 and fix2 is fixed for every level. It is the responsibility of the memory management
unit to map them to the proper memory location.

4. The Load RMR instruction

   procedure Load RMR (loc : memory address);
   var temp1, temp2, temp3 : store;
   var j,k : number of level;
   var t : memory address;
   begin
     k := memory (real address (loc));
     if k = -1 then halt (level -1);
     PC := memory (real address (loc + 1));
     t := loc + 2;
     temp1 := memory (real address (t));
     temp2 := memory (real address (t + 1));
     temp3 := memory (real address (t + 2));
     for j := 1 to k do
       begin
         t := t + 3;
         with RMR [level + j] do
           begin
             mode := memory (real address (t));
             base := memory (real address (t + 1));
             bound := memory (real address (t + 2));
           end
         end
       with RMR [level] do
         begin
           mode := temp1;
           base := temp2;
           bound := temp3;
         end
     level := level + k;
   end

If k>0, then RMR [level], ..., RMR [level + k] will be updated and the
next instruction to be executed will be on level level + k. If k = -1,
the current virtual machine is halted and the control returns to the VM
supporting the virtual machine. Load RMR can be used by the VM to run
a new virtual machine and the new PC may point to a bootstrap program.

5. The halt interrupt

   procedure halt (i : number of level);
   begin
     if i = -1 then stop; (stop the real machine)
     level := i - 1;
     PC := memory (real address (fix3));
     with RMR [i] do
       begin
         mode := memory (real address (fix3 + 1));
         base := memory (real address (fix3 + 2));
         bound := memory (real address (fix3 + 3));
       end
     level := i;
   end

   In the machine described here the halt interrupt, the memory trap,
and the Load RMR are the only operations which can update both RMR and
level. All other instructions of the set I can only reference the RMR
of the current level. Actually the interrupt and trap functions can not
be properly represented by a procedure, because after completion, control
will not return back to the caller but will start to execute a program
in a new environment.

6. The JR 1 (return to user mode) instruction

   procedure JRST 1;
   begin
     RMR [level].mode := user end

   This instruction is given only for illustration. On the PDP 10,
such an instruction is not a privileged instruction. There is therefore
a Sensitive instruction (i.e. belonging to the Set 1) that is not a privileged instruction. Thus, under the restrictions mentioned above [13], the PDP 10 cannot support a virtual machine system. On a machine with the new architecture, there are no such problems.

V. PROTECTION PROPERTIES:

As discussed above, the restrictions imposed on most current computer systems to support virtual machine systems are due to inadequate protection mechanism. The nesting of VMM and virtual machines form a process tree (Fig. 1). The nonterminal nodes correspond to the VMM

```
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    / |\  level 3
   /  |  \\
  /   |   \
 /    |    
```

Fig. 1

and the leaves correspond to the processes running on virtual machines. The protection properties of this kind of system should have the following characteristics:

a. The execution environments of each node are equivalent.
b. The only processes known to a parent are its children processes. What kind of function its children processes perform is irrelevant to the parent, if they are working properly within their environments.
c. The execution environments of the children processes are contained in the execution environment of their parent process.
d. The same kind of protection mechanism are used in each node to build up protection walls among it as well as its children.
e. Process on each node can build up protection within itself. For example, the VMM can build up protection within itself, the operating system running on a VM can build up protection for its user without going up one level of nesting (i.e. the operating system and the user's processes are still within one leave node).

Multiple copies of RMR provide an efficient way to support inter-node protection (i.e. the characteristics a, b, c, and d). In order to achieve property e, the structure of RMR needs to contain some kind of protection mechanism for intra-node protection. The kind of protection mechanism needed depends on the particular design, it can be ranged from the simplest privileged/user modes to complex protection mechanisms such
VI. COMPARISON WITH OTHER ARCHITECTURES:

At least two other kinds of architecture were proposed to support VM systems. One is the Lauer's Recursive Virtual Machine Architecture [9] and the other one is the Goldberg's Hardware Virtualizer (HV) [5]. In Lauer's design, the f-maps are segment tables. The hardware maintains a display (actually a vector of addresses) which specifies where the f-maps, defining the currently used execution environment, of each level are stored in main memory. In Goldberg's HV, the f-maps are identified by names, stored in the Identifier register, instead of addresses, and the machine can reference the f-maps by name. Both designs are special cases of the design proposed here. The entries of the display or the identifier register are the corresponding RMMs.

Besides their lesser generality, they have other disadvantages. The most serious one is that there is no intra-node protection at all. This forces the virtual machines to be the units of protection and modularity (i.e. no protection exists within the VMM itself). Indeed, it is more expensive to support a system by nesting multiple levels than with only one level, because of the time consuming resource map composition. This will limit their applications to other fields such as operating systems, or secure systems.

The other disadvantage is that in Goldberg's design the f-map and the φ-map are implemented with different kinds of mechanism. The Hardware Virtualizer (HV) can only be used to construct the f-maps, it cannot be used to construct the φ-map. This means that it does not really support a VM system (i.e. the VMM execution environment is different from the real machine environment).
VII. CONCLUSION:

Multiple copies of RMR to support VM systems is a direct consequence of considering the way to implement multiple levels of f-map and φ-map. It provides an execution environment which is a combination of nested-address-space system (for inter-node protection) [10] and global-object-name system (for intra-node protection), e.g. capability.

Actually the multiple copies of RMR is equivalent to a stack of RMR. The way to implement it will depend on the design. It can be totally implemented in fast access registers. Or only the top entries of the stack will be in registers and the rest of them in core memory. The hardware can link and update them properly. In order to increase the performance in resources mapping, the composition map of current execution environment can be stored in some associative memory.

Not only this design can be used efficiently to support VM systems, but also it is possible to support other systems such as operating systems, or secure systems. One of the future research work is to explore and exploit its applications to other fields.
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